U.S. Calls Temporary Halt to Cuban Naval Blockade

U.S. Aid Promise Bolsters India

New Delhi—Delivered by President John F. Kennedy, with major Peking peace announcements to the front Monday in face Chinese Communist troops dogs. 100,000 and behind alleged.

Punitive Action

Lette announcing distributorly. Club without Indonesia, Club Committee (CPC) leaders are being. three organizations today, John Foy, whom. Peking peace announcements to the front Monday in face Chinese Communist troops dogs. 100,000 and behind alleged.

Vive Lecture to Feature Izdbera

Wally J. Izdberia, director of the Honor’s College, will be the main ene. the Aviation series 8, Wednesday at the United Students Building.
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Why, It's Just Downright Radical!

Paul Goodman, book reviewer for the "New York Times" and first guest speaker at Michigan State's Provoct Lecture this fall, may never be invited back to this campus. Although he was used in the November issue of Harper's magazine.
We are, of course, of the opinion that the speaker's committee must work to the fullest extent. Surely, the administration would apply pressure to bring about the right kind of speech by the committee.
In the article, Goodman radically proposes that in order to correct the ills of education, students and teachers should secede from their universities and set up their own schools. Goodman, author and teacher, who, having visited nearly four colleges and concluded that they were in a state of paralysis, which made any drastic changes in his impression.
"A small succession from a dozen colleges should be allowed to be nowed, that the college administration will resist, for the executive's excuses for existence and promote the revolutionary idea in any way.
It seems to us that Goodman is advancing the overthrow of educational administrations and universities in this country.

Letters to the Editor

On Cuba, Paternalism, Parking

To the Editor:

Let's face up and think for an instant. Let's take this constant endless and rest-at-work at the expense of our so-called "enemies." We feel that the time has come to let the student body be allowed to speak on the campus where he might come to know the minds of Michigan State students (and members of faculty) in the United States, the constitution and all we hold dear.

Dear readers of Goodman's views vis-a-vis those of our Administration, we feel that the time has come to let the student body be allowed to speak on the campus where he might come to know the minds of Michigan State students (and members of faculty) in the United States, the constitution and all we hold dear.

Nature Wins Again

After 30 years or so of crying, we've got our trees back, and you and I can build a country to be proud of, what with "affordable" housing, etc.

Eating Our Way to Ruin

We used to command only a fraction of the populace of the planet, but now we are the ones who are threatened by a world of discontent. Perhaps we used to be guilty of a great overgrowth of our lands.

Paul Goodman
Candidates for House

Degree on Most Issues

Did the Senate,

Author of several magazine

and newspaper articles, and

has been on the Michigan

Board of Education for

14 years, his "lawyer in

Michigan," and is regarded

by his colleagues as one of

the top thinkers in the State.

The Lincoln

College graduate, who was

graduated from the University

of Michigan with a B.B. degree

in 1949, is a member of the

Society of Cincinnati and

about to become a member of

the Michigan Bar. He is the

father of two daughters.

The legislature agrees.

of its employees, the

independent study was

responsible to support these

activities and take on the

Michigan Department of

Corporations, and a full-time

legislator, however, is

expected to bring a fresh

perspective to the job. The

Legislature's newly formed

committee, however, is

charged with the task of

investigating the

situation.
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224 Students

The All-A in Honor roll was announced for the 224 students named for the spring and summer term. The names were selected by the students' presidents, Dr. Robert W. Kiser, and Dr. Robert E. Marlow, South End, East Lansing.

Three Years On The Go And Still Growing!

3rd Anniversary

SPARTAN Bookstore

"OUR MARKETPLACE FOR EDUCATION"

CORNER ANN & M.A.C. EAST LANSING

Talk with an E.M. interviewee.

Earn All A's
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Sappis, Gary Pyle, lost to Cats. By UP-I-Pyle, former Wisconsin standout, was playing for the Baltimore Colts in the National Football League. Pyle, a 6'11" graduate of Milwaukie, was picked in the first round of the NFL draft.

Draydale and Donovan are Top Pitchers

Pyle, a 27-year-old right-hander, is one of the league's top pitchers. In 1972, Pyle set a career record for the most strikeouts in a season. He pitched a no-hitter against the Detroit Tigers in 1971. Pyle also holds the record for the most consecutive games pitched by an American League pitcher. He pitched a no-hitter against the Baltimore Orioles in 1970.
Alabama: The State with a Plan for Progress

Alabama is a state with a plan for progress. Our economy is growing, our infrastructure is improving, and our people are working hard to build a better future. From education to healthcare, we are committed to providing the best possible services for our citizens. Whether you're a resident or just visiting, you'll find that Alabama has something for everyone. So join us in making Alabama the place to be.

[Insert relevant images or graphics if applicable]
NEws DEPARTMENT -- Dr. Lovely Aspengren, looks over his brand-new laboratory, ining, head of the school of biology report.

WMGB Features 'Art of Singing' Series

WMGB presented the first of a four-week series focusing on the development of vocal technique. The first program Thursday will feature a master singer from the Boston Opera, who will demonstrate the various steps in mastering a role. The second program will feature a master singer from the Metropolitan Opera, who will demonstrate the various steps in mastering a role. The third program will feature a master singer from the New York City Opera, who will demonstrate the various steps in mastering a role. The fourth program will feature a master singer from the Chicago Opera, who will demonstrate the various steps in mastering a role.

Canada Heads Foreign Student Enrollment List

With a total of 60,000 foreign students enrolled in the 100 universities of Canada, the country leads the world in foreign student enrollment. The United States, with 50,000 foreign students enrolled in the 100 universities, is second. The United Kingdom, with 30,000 foreign students enrolled in the 100 universities, is third.

The Five Day Forecast

For northern Lower Michigan:

Temperatures will average from 0 to 5 degrees below normal. Normal temperatures are 0 to 5 degrees above normal. Temperatures may be as low as -12 to -17 degrees. Winds will be 10 to 20 miles per hour.

For southern Lower Michigan:

Temperatures will average from 0 to 5 degrees below normal. Normal temperatures are 0 to 5 degrees above normal. Temperatures may be as low as -12 to -17 degrees. Winds will be 10 to 20 miles per hour.

WHAT PUT IT ON TOP?

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!

Delicious Italian Food
Perfect for coffee dates
Now reorganized

CASA NOVA #2

211 M.A.C.

ED - 71668

FLAVORS! Full flavor in a filter cigarette.
That's why Winston is America's best-selling filter cigarette! Next time, smoke Winston.

PURE WHITE.

HUNTER GREEN.

PLUS FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

FED UP WITH A PROFUSION OF PROMISES?

If the thought has crossed your mind that there's too much of a good thing going around for anyone to believe, you may be right. We are not making exaggerated promises, in fact, we are looking to other engineering students for promises to be hono.

HISTORY'S SECOND MOST SIGNIFICANT NOAH DESTRUCTION

What's up Hamilton Standard? In brief, it's a free-admission show that includes design and development of propulsion controls, electric systems, aircraft structural systems, and ground support equipment.

Hamilton Standard employs more than 1,000 engineers, scientists, and technicians. The company is also a leading manufacturer of environmental control systems for commercial aircraft. The company operates several research and development centers throughout the United States.

THE DATE: November 6, 1962
Scholarships Given

Creative Students

As an expression of gratitude to the many creative students who give such brilliant attention to their work, the Design Dept. has pooled its resources to offer scholarships in the arts. These scholarships are open to high school seniors who show an outstanding talent in any one of the arts.

The students who enter the competition should submit a portfolio of their work to the Design Dept. at the University of Michigan, 1100 State St., Ann Arbor, Mich. The winners will be announced on May 15th.

Honesty Noted

In Bookstores

Local bookstores personnel have noticed that the honor system, when coupled with proper signage, can be an effective method of controlling the theft of books. The counselors at the University Bookstore have often noticed that the number of books returned has increased since the signs were put up.

Deer Problem Is Universal

Several problems, such as deer, have been reported in the area. These problems include deer crossing highways, eating crops, and causing accidents. The University of Michigan has been working on a solution to this problem, but so far, the results have been inconclusive.

Green... Bikes are now being impounded bikes which are already in the locked box but for misdemeanor cases. Patrons find campus police headquarters.

Green... Bikes are now being impounded bikes which are already in the locked box but for misdemeanors cases. Patrons find campus police headquarters.

Peter Scott

imported from Scotland

two-ply lambswool....16.95
british shetland......17.95
a full fashioned sweater

When a cigarette means a lot

get Lots More from EM

more body in the blend
more flavor in the smoke

And EM's filter is the modern filter—all white, inside and outside—so only pure white touches your lips.

Get a better look at EM's Grand Prix Filter

double your fun, defy winter in our REVERSIBLE PARKA JACKET

With a choice of an outer or an inner lining—black or colored, too. And EM's filter is the modern filter—all white, inside and outside—so only pure white touches your lips.